What is Intelligent Government?

Improve efficiency and responsiveness by
addressing unique variables and industry
requirements, including ingredient variability,
tank scheduling, regulatory compliance, lot
tracking, formula optimization, and more.

Recognizing government’s
challenges

Reconsidering government’s
response

If you’re like most local governments, these days you’re
being forced to do more with less. Budgets are tight
and demands for service run high. Yet your local
government must deal with diverse concerns such as:

To manage issues more effectively and more
intelligently, you need to inform all government units of
the challenges, directing them to work together on the
matter. Using this process you’ll find more ideas
uncovered on how to meet the challenges and greatly
reduce the possibility of duplicating efforts.

•

Increased regulatory pressures and
population growth

•

Environmental quality and sustainability issues

•

Health protection and disease control

•

Transportation, traffic congestion, and public safety

•

Waste and water management

•

Shared services

•

Customer service

Many of these issues have an impact on more than just
one unit of your government. You can assume, for
instance, that population growth isn’t going to affect just
traffic congestion in your community. It will influence
housing, emergency response, public safety, waste
disposal, water management, and health protection to
name just a few other government functions.

Reformulating how
government responds
When collaboration rather than conflict or competition
is the norm among your local government departments,
you’ll know that they are on the road to practicing
intelligent governance. Strong leadership by your local
elected officials that emphasizes coordination among
departments is also a sign that your local government is
moving towards intelligent governance. Combining
these operational elements with integrated processes,
appropriate tools, and technologies can provide you
with visibility into the performance of department-level
activities and programs.

Recognizing intelligent
governance

Infor Public Sector delivers:

The hallmark of a government becoming intelligent is one
of recognition. Recognition that what once worked may
not work again. Recognition that incremental solutions
produce incremental results. Recognition that initiatives
across departments, on a common platform sharing data
and decisions, results in intelligent solutions. Recognition
that working harder is not working smarter. And finally,
intelligent governments recognize a need to partner with
vendors that truly understand what makes a government
intelligent.

Identifying a more
thoughtful approach
Technology plays a critical role in the business of
operating your government intelligently. When that
technology is from Infor™, your municipality will transact the
business of government using tools that are specialized
for the public sector and that operate faster, more
efficiently, more effectively, and more intelligently. Infor
Public Sector software is ideal for those governments, like
yours, seeking to operate intelligently.

Choosing technology for
intelligent governing
Infor Public Sector is designed specifically for your state,
city, county, and special agencies. Because it’s a
comprehensive solution, you’ll realize improvements in
efficiency over a broad range of operational processes.
As the industry-leading software for state and local
governments, Infor Public Sector provides you and your
organization with the help you need to face the diverse
and seemingly impossible public sector challenges.
Infor Public Sector presents you with an innovative suite of
integrated applications, developed using the
Microsoft®.NET framework and built from the ground up to
be workflow-oriented. As a result, you’ll find its
functionality conforms to the business processes of
individual departments.
Because it is web-browser based and leverages the
familiar Microsoft interface, Infor Public Sector is easy to
personalize, easy to deploy, and easy to learn.
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•

Enhanced customer service

•

Enterprise government solutions

•

Streamlined operations

•

Significant improvements in cost recovery

•

Increased IT efficiency

•

Improved regulatory compliance

•

Out-of-the-box solutions

Using XML web services, data mining, and dynamic page
content, Infor Public Sector functions as a complete
business productivity environment. It delivers
government-specific capabilities for you in four key areas:
•

Asset management

•

Customer relationship management

•

Customer information system utility billing

•

Community development and regulation

Focusing on your business
Asset management—With Infor Public Sector Asset
Management, your organization gets integrated asset and
work management capabilities so you can track and
maintain an agency’s assets more effectively. You’ll have
specific capabilities to plan, schedule, and execute
effective maintenance programs, as well as to track and
report costs accurately against assets and activities. You’ll
be able to perform advanced asset management, detailed
condition assessments, predictive analysis, and budget
planning easier than ever before.
Customer relationship management—Your citizens can
keep in touch with you and your organization more
efficiently with Infor Public Sector CRM. You get tools
expressly designed to serve your citizens better, rather
than having to use makeshift modifications of private
industry solutions. Designed to meet the unique needs of
government call centers, your service representatives can
fully resolve a caller’s issue by having all the information
they need to answer a specific question. No matter how
large or small your governing entity may be, you realize
quicker time-to-value and world-class customer service
with Infor Public Sector CRM.

Infor Public Sector

Utility billing—When you’re looking for a comprehensive
suite of modules designed to improve the efficiency and
accuracy of your billing processes for a wide range of
government services—including water, wastewater, storm,
refuse, permitting, licensing, and code enforcement—
you’ll find it with Infor Public Sector CIS Billing. Your public
sector organization can manage rates and delinquencies,
conduct bill runs, and send notices to your customers with
Infor Public Sector CIS Billing.
Community development and regulation (CDR)—You
get a comprehensive set of capabilities designed
specifically to help local and state agencies manage their
CDR processes with Infor Public Sector CDR. This
software solution lets your local agency adopt best
practices for: planning; large-project development;
building and use permits; business, professional, and
trade licensing; and regulatory management. Your
organization will be able to use data analysis and this
Geographic Information System (GIS) to present the
information necessary for making good decisions about
land use and other community development and
regulatory considerations with Infor Public Sector CDR.

Seeing results now
In addition to functionality designed to address business
processes and departmental requirements, Infor Public
Sector provides your organization with increased
capabilities. They include:
Decision support—Your decisions are informed when you
base them on data captured, analyzed, and stored with
Infor Public Sector technology. With tools such as
advanced asset management, role-specific dashboards,
advanced reporting, risk analysis, and budget planning,
Infor Public Sector speeds up the decision-making
process by providing the appropriate information to
decision makers when and how they need it. This support
is critical when your decisions can affect tens of millions of
dollars in expenditures, result in regulatory fines, or impact
public safety.
Robust personalization capabilities—You’ll find it easy to
personalize individual workflows in the Infor Public Sector
workspace. With it, you’ll have access to internal tools,
external applications such as Microsoft Outlook® modules,
and dashboards with graphical displays of key
performance indicators. The Infor Public Sector page
displays your specific actions, in addition to third-party
content such as local up-to-the-minute weather forecasts.

Infor Public Sector

Infor Public Sector is designed specifically for
your state, city, county, and special agencies.
Because it’s a comprehensive solution, you’ll
realize improvements in efficiency over a broad
range of operational processes.

Advanced customer service capabilities—Infor Public
Sector CRM provides you with tools designed to help your
public sector organization address its specific
customer-service requirements, including handling
customer complaints through your call center, license
renewals, permit applications, utility bill questions,
property tax bill payment, work crew dispatch, and
miscellaneous information requests. This software
provides your call center operators with direct access to a
single version of all information intended for dissemination
to the public.
Enhanced citizen access—Infor Public Sector Dynamic
Portals are easy-to-use, easy-to-implement solutions for
giving your citizens the ability to use your website to pay
bills, apply for and process permits, request services, learn
the status of a pending request, and access other types of
information. Infor Public Sector Dynamic Portals integrate
securely and seamlessly with the Infor Public Sector
back-end processes.
Mobile—You’ll realize a full range of mobile capabilities
with Infor Public Sector HMS Mobile Work Management.
Your field workers will be able to access information,
perform tasks, and update Infor Public Sector back-office
systems from remote locations. This facilitates orderly
work-order management, meter reading, permit
inspections, code enforcement, and other processes.
Geographic Information System (GIS)—You’ll begin to
appreciate the unique benefits that Infor Public Sector
Geographic Information System offers the first time you
use it. Unlike standalone GIS technology, this software is
tightly integrated into your agency’s core software to
streamline overall operations.
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The application’s three major components— Infor Public
Sector GIS, Infor Public Sector GIS Data Miner, and Infor
Public Sector GeoAdministrator— will help you improve
the efficiency of field and office workers alike. Infor Public
Sector GIS lowers costs, helps avoid cos costly mistakes,
and improves customer service.

Public sector customers are using Infor Public Sector to
improve the efficiency of their operations and better serve
their citizens. By offering your organization a single
enterprise solution with advanced public sector-specific
capabilities, Infor Public Sector delivers a wide range of
tangible benefits, including:

Capitalizing on our experience

•

Significant improvements in cost recovery

•

Increased IT efficiency through a reduction in
disparate applications

•

Introduction of more robust capabilities

•

Improved regulatory compliance

•

Improved customer service

On a global basis, public sector organizations worldwide
use Infor Public Sector to address their unique
governance issues. That’s why it’s in use by:
•

Over 1,200 customers

•

10 of the 12 largest cities in the US

•

7 of the 15 largest counties in the US

•

5 of the 8 largest regions in Canada

•

87 local governments in ANZ

•

54 asset management customers in ANZ

641 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10011
800-260-2640
infor.com

About Infor
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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